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Abstract

The exact solution to the problem of reflection and diffraction of atomic de Broglie waves by
a travelling evanescent wave is found starting with a bare-state formulation. The solution for
the wavefunctions, the tunnelling losses and the non-adiabatic losses are given exactly in terms
of hyper-Bessel functions, and are valid for all detuning and Rabi frequencies, thus generalising
previous approximate methods. Furthermore we give the limiting cases of all the amplitudes in
the uniform semiclassical limit, which is valid in all regions including near the classical turning
points, and in the large and weak coupling cases. Exact results for the zero detuning case are
obtained in terms of Bessel functions. We find our uniform semiclassical limit to be closer to the
exact result over the full range of parameter values than the previously reported calculations.
Furthermore we review current knowledge of hyper-Bessel function properties in order to apply
this to the physical problems posed.
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1 Introduction
Several theoretical analyses of the reflection and diffraction of atomic de Broglie waves by laser
radiation have been made by Hajnal k. Opat (1989), Deutschmann et at. (1993) following the interest
in forming atomic mirrors and gratings from laser waves. In the Model considered here a laser beam
propagating inside a quartz block is totally internally reflected at the quartz-vacuum interface, thus
producing a travelling evanescent wave on the vacuum side of the interface. Incident on the interface
from the vacuum side is a beam of atoms, which is taken to be a two-level atom whose level spacing is
near the laser frequency. See Figure 1 of Hajnal <fc Opat (1989) for the geometry of the problem and
the conventions for co-ordinates. In this case there will be a single reflected and a single diffracted
beam. Another more commonly explored configuration is where the laser beam, after total internal
reflection, is retro-reflected, and so one has two counter-propagating beams. In this case the evanescent
wave is a standing wave and an infinite number of higher order diffracted atomic beams arise. We do
not consider this more complicated case here. In the bare-state picture (see Hajnal k, Opat 1989) a
Green's function formulation was approximately solved numerically using a perturbative Born series
approach, even though the dimensionless coupling parameter in practical cases is very large ( ~ 104

). In the dressed-state picture Deutschmann et al. (1993) employed a semi-classical WKB solution,
without any reliable or controllable error estimates, although in some physical situations these results
may have relevance. We present the exact solution to this problem and also we seek to reconcile
all these different treatments by investigating the physically significant limiting cases to the exact
solution that have been the basis of the approximate schemes employed above. We don't, however,
discuss the limitations of this Model, in particular the assumptions made in deriving it, such as the
two-state approximation, or the absence of spontaneous decay, etc.

The differential equations describing this model have also arisen in other fields where their exact
solutions have been found. Because the models are physically different and consequently the boundary
conditions are different, these results cannot be translated into ours. Also the approach taken here
is quite different and is intended to be as complete as possible. The earliest application arose in the
investigation of the lateral vibrations of bars whose cross-section is a function of the distance from
one end. In this context asymptotic expressions for these solutions when the argument becomes large
were first detailed in Wrinch (1921a,b). Another early application was found in the oblique reflection
of long wavelength radio waves from a reflecting region of the ionosphere where the earth's magnetic
field was vertical and the wave frequency was much less than the %yio-frequency. The exact solution of
the differential equations under these circumstances was found to be the generalised hypergeometric
function, or specifically the hyper-Bessel function oF3(;p;z), and leading order asymptotic forms
2 - t oo were found using the Mellin-Barnes integral representations of these functions. These were
identical to the ones found earlier Wrinch (1921a). More recently this type of differential equation
has arisen in a wide range of problems ranging from charge transfer in atomic collisions to vibrational
transitions in molecular scattering, in particular the Demkov-Rosen-Zener models. In Osherov &
Voronin (1994) and Zhu (1996) coupled Schrodinger equations with model potentials resulting from
separating out angular variables and truncating the basis were solved by comparison of the differential
equations with the defining differential equations of the Meijer G-function, which in these cases reduces
to that of the hyper-Bessel function. From the known asymptotic (see Luke 1975) forms z —• 0, oo the
non-adiabatic transition matrices for 1,2 or 3 open channel cases could be found exactly in terms of the
gamma and elementary functions. The interest in a exact expression is that it provides a description
of collision processes where the energy transfer is small and which occur at large separations, whereas
the traditional treatment elaborated in the works of Landau, Zener and Stueckelberg only describes
non-adiabatic transitions near avoided crossings and where the energy transfer is large.

Our results require some considerable technical work, of a purely mathematical nature, and in
order to make the essential physical answers accessible we have divided the paper into two parts. The
first part contains the physical results, without any derivation, and the second part, the majority
of the paper, provides the mathematical justification and explanation. In the first part, Section 2
describes the mathematical formulation of the problem and relates our parameters to the key physical
quantities. In Section 3 we give the exact solution to this model in terms of a class of generalised
hypergeometric functions, the hyper-Bessel functions. Here we give expressions for the wave fields,
tunnelling losses and non-adiabatic losses for arbitrary parameters. Immediately following that, in
Section 4, we give the simple limiting forms in the cases of weak coupling, strong coupling and zero



detuning. We also give the uniform semiclassical approximation which is valid in the region of the
classical turning point, or regardless of the proximity of this point to any boundary. We do not
numerically evaluate nor graphically display any of the interesting quantities, and sometimes only
offer one expression as an example of how one might obtain the others. In the second part to the
paper, we begin by deriving the solution in Section 5. In Section 6 we report a number of old results,
and derive some new results for general hyper-Bessel functions, including integral representations and
other mathematical properties. These particular results are actually required in order to prove some
identities arising the physical model and also to facilitate computation of these functions. In the
final section, Section 7, we derive the uniform semi-classical approximation for the particular type of
hyper-Bessel function that arises in this work. A preliminary report of some of the results given here
has already appeared in Feng et al. (1996).

2 Formulation of the Model
According to Hajnal and Opat the Schrodinger equation for the wave functions of the different diffrac-
tion orders leads to the pair of coupled second order homogeneous differential equations defined on
the half-interval y > 0

(1)

where <j>o is the reflected and <f>\ the diffracted atomic wavefunctions. In addition the following
parameters appear,

k2 ~ h2

h2 '

where h(kx, —ky) are the atomic momentum components, m is tfle atomic mass, /< the static electric
dipole moment of the atom, wa the atomic level spacing, w the laser frequency, q is the inverse decay
length of the evanescent wave, Qx is the i-component of the laser wave-number, and i?o is the electric
field amplitude of the laser beam. In all that follows we take ko, ki, q and £22 to be real and positive.

Before proceeding any further we scale our system variables to physically dimensionless ones by
forming ratios with evanescent scale length, and this will simplify the mathematical analysis as well,

x = 2qy
or0 = ko/2q

= Sl/2q

Thus it will be assumed that q is non-zero, as the situation with a zero scale length is trivial. Our new
quantities are simply related to the dimensionless parameters defined in Deutschmann et al. (1993)
by the following



which are the dimensionless Rabi frequency, the dimensionless detuning parameter and the dimen-
sionless perpendicular kinetic energy respectively, referred to HAq = h2q2/2m. With these definitions
the defining equations Eq. (1) become

(5)

and the boundary conditions Eq. (8) are

V-o(0) + »a0^o(0) = 0

Conventionally, we take an incoming or left-moving wave to be of the form e-'
wt-lky an(j a n

outgoing or right-moving wave e~""'+l*;!') so that incoming and outgoing directions are referred to the
origin. The boundary conditions at infinite distance from the interface are

V>i(z) -» 0 • e-iai* + Rie+iaiX , ^

which represents a unit incoming atomic wave in channel 0 and its outgoing reflection with amplitude
Ro, and and outgoing wave in channel 1 with amplitude Ri. The amplitude Ri represents the non-
adiabatic losses from the atomic beam. At the interface, as x —»• 0~, the boundary conditions are

ifo(O) Toe + 0 • e+io">x

1t(Q~) -» Tie-'"1' + 0 • e+iair ,

which represent transmitted left-moving waves with amplitudes To and Tj. In other words once an
atom crosses the interface it is assumed to enter a non-interaction region and can never be reflected
back across the interface, to be lost from the system. Both the amplitudes To and T\ represent
tunnelling losses across the interface.

Utilising the boundary conditions Eq. (6) one can express tlje solution for the wavefields in terms
of the field values at the origin V"o(0) = ^0) V"i (0) = ^l- If w e write the asymptotic behaviour in the
following way

V-o(z) -C+ '— (,toS& + V-iS+) + e-°°* (1P0S + tiiS^)

) ,

in terms of dimensionless amplitudes 5. We can then completely solve our system by specifying the
boundary conditions at infinity

ft = Ro

= 0 ,

where we have after solving for ipo and ^1

p _ ^00*^11 ~ ^01^10
Ko
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While the above boundary conditions are appropriate in realistic situation it is advantageous to
generalise them in a symmetrical way, by including arbitrary weights into the incoming channels. We
let, asi-too

and as x -* 0~

and define two transition matrices, a non-adiabatic transition matrix, UL-1, and a tunnelling loss
matrix L~l via

(14)

where the U, L matrices are then

V,L=(!$ $ ) • (15)
\ ^IO ^n /

In this way we can find a normalisation condition and this is done by noting the the following flux is
a constant

and that by equating the limiting forms of this a a i - » o o and i -» 0" we find the condition

«o(|«o|3 + |*o|a) + <*i(M2 + M2) = aoM2 + « iM a • (17)

This in turn implies a condition on the S-functions given that all outgoing amplitudes are solved in
terms of arbitrary incoming ones

<*o = co [|50-0|2- |S+|2] + ai

«i = «i [ISTil2 - l ^ i H + «o [|S5i|3 - |5+ |2] (18)
0 = a0 [Soo'S^ - S 0 + ^

Normally we will only exhibit RQ, RI and To, 7\, the only non-zero elements of the non-adiabatic
and tunnelling loss matrices appropriate to the usual boundary conditions, and as the other elements
can be easily found using the same techniques described below.

The above description constitutes one based on the bare-sate or diabatic picture, and one can also
use the dressed-state or adiabatic picture although in our case it affords no attendant simplification.
The two quasi-potentials are then

W±(x) = - i {a2, + al ± [(a? - a\f + 4/?V*]1/2} , (19)

and the classical turning points xo defined by W±(zo) = 0 are given by

ago? = p*e~" . (20)

Per their definitions W_ and W+ are the upper and lower branches respectively. By defining the
dressed states V'oiV'i corresponding to the quasipotentials iy_,W+ respectively we have the the
following transformation relating the two pictures

_ ( cos(6) sin(6)
\ -s in(6) cos(9)



and where the rotation angle is given by

,

so that when Aeyy > 0 then 0 —• 0 as x —> oo, i.e. the upper branch approaches the ground state,
and the lower branch the excited state, and in the opposite case Ae/y < 0 then 0 —> x/2, the reverse
of the previous case. As Aejj —+ 0 then 0 —+ ir/4.

3 Exact Solution
We give the exact solution for the wavefields here, and the derivation can be found in Section 5. For
the wavefield ^o we have

~ cosh n6 cosh na

e
— lor0x

;l+2iao,^+iS,^+ia;/34e x)

e+ictox

x [—@2ipi • 0/3(5 l + 2iao, 5 + i6, §+«V; Z?4) + /34ipo • 0/3(1 2+2iao, | + ^ , f + ' ^ i

,-fr-iai, (23)
•0/3(5 l + 2 t a i , §-»*,"

- ^ ^ 0 • o/s(; l - 2 i o i , §

where 5 = ao— oti, cr = ao+ai and V'o, ̂ 1 a r e * n e field values at the origin. The corresponding solution
for ^l>i(x) is simply given by the equation above with the interchange 0 « 1. Here the generalised
hypergeometric 0/3 or hyper-Bessel function is defined by the series definition, or its relation to the
Meijer-G function by

0/3(5a,b,c;z) = & C]°F3('a'b>c;*)

0 0 1 » "
^—v I Z
^ T[n + a, n + b, n + c] TIT

— "^04 0, 1 - a 1 - 6 1 - c

where the gamma function products are defined by Eq. (56).
As x tends to infinity the wavefunctions, as given in Eq. (23), evolve to purely undamped travelling



wave solutions as they must. From the above solution the 5-amplitudes are given by

i«, J+fV]o/s(;2+2io0> §+«$, f+iV;
5, |+i<r]0/s(; l+2»a0) | + « , f +«r,

= r[-2ta0, | - « , $-«r]o/s(; -2*<*o, j - t f , 5-1V;/?4)
= -/?2r[-2m0, |-tf, |-icr]o/a(; l-2ta0, §-«, 1-i*;

As a check the previous sections analysis was repeated for the time reversed case, that is to say
e-t«< _t, e+«w< gQ t j j a t i n c o m m g an (] outgoing beams are interchanged, and the final results for these
'5-amplitudes was

o, <*!,/?) = SaO(-ao,-auf3)

a a 0 )

as would be expected. Finally we should note that the normalisation conditions, as given in Eqs. (17,18),
implies a number of identities for our particular combination of hyper-Bessel functions.

4 Special Cases
There are a number of limiting cases that can be found from our exact solution, which lead to simpler
expressions and which would make contact with the results using approximate methods that are
appropriate to the particular regime. These cases are weak and strong coupling, the zero detuning
and the semi-classical regimes. . 4

4.1 Weak Coupling
When the laser field is weak, as reflected in a small value of the parameter /? then one can simply take
the series representation of the hyper-Bessel functions (see Eq. (24)) and truncate it at some order.
Here we display the results for the lowest non-trivial order,

l '

These expressions also satisfy the normalisation conditions, namely Eq. (17), to order (X/?8). From
these results it is clear that in the case of no coupling the atomic beam is completely transmitted, that
in the next lowest order of weak coupling a diffracted (Ri) and transmitted beam (7\) emerges (order
/32), and at the following order one gets a reflected beam (Ro) and a reduction in the transmission
(To) of the incident beam (order Z?4). Also it can be observed that the coefficients behave as expected
with respect to the detuning A«//, for example |To | increases to unity as Ae// increases from zero.



4.2 Large Coupling
At the other extreme from the preceding section, we now look at large coupling 0 ^> 1 while all other
parameters c*o, c*i remain 0(1), and in order to do this we appeal to the asymptotic properties of
the hyper-Bessel function. The series definition of the hyper-Bessel function has an infinite radius of
convergence, and so is valid for large coupling, but it is completely impractical and even misleading
to evaluate it in this regime using the series form. The nature of the asymptotic behaviour of the 0/3
for large real positive argument is discussed in some depth in Section 6, and the leading order consists
of a sum of an exponential growth term and a sub-dominant oscillatory component, Eq. (82),

o/3(; a, 6, c; z) ~ ^ ^ {e4^ + 2 cos[4^/4 + f 0]} , (28)

where 6 = 3/2 — a — 6 — c. There is a fourth component, not displayed here, which is exponentially
small. One very important consequence of the form of our reflection and transmission coefficients and
the exact properties of the hyper-Bessel function is that all products of two dominant exponential
terms occuring in the numerators and denominators of Ro and Ri (and the denominators of To and
7\ too) given in Eq. (11) cancel. Thus we require the full sub-dominant oscillatory components of
the asymptotic expansion. This cancellation is be proven using the results in Section 6, namely using
Eqs. (77,78,79,80). Furthermore the resulting leading order term in the numerator or denominator of
a coefficient is a product of a dominant exponential and a sub-dominant oscillatory factor and this
common exponential factor disappears when the ratio is taken.

Taken to the lowest order we have, after much cancellation and simplification for the main beam

+2'«o i+tf i+iV 1 l+itan(4/?+ir/4)tanIire
1 \ \ ( '-2»a0 j-t<5 j - i c J 1 - itan(4/?+7r/4) tanh 7T<r

and using the reflection properties of the gamma function the modulus of this is

. + tan2(4/?+7r/4) tanh2 *6 \ 1 / 2

+ tan2 (4/?+ 5r/4) tanh2 x<7 /

In a similar manner we have for the diffracted beam

-2ttt0 ^ -ia J 1 - t tan(4/3-l-7r/4) tanh -KG

and the modulus of this is

1 / 2 t t a n h 2 ™ - tanh2 *6 ^ 1 / 2

I — ) tan(4y3+7r/4) <
tan2(4/S+7r/4) tanh2

For the transmission amplitudes we have

{ '

{ }

(32)

Wphsech«6 1
4r[—2«a0, ^ — i6, 5 — io] cos(4/?+7r/4) cosh ir<r — isin(4/3-|-x/4) sinh ira

with

Tr ~ To , (34)

so that the magnitude for both is

) 2 1 / 2|T0| = \Ti\ ~ (^sinh27ra0^^) {cos2(4^+V4) + s i n h 2 ^ } " 1 / 2 . (35)

The normalisation conditions, Eq. (17), are satisfied by these expansions of the coefficients to order
O(P~1). If one notes the variation of, say, |Tb| in this regime as A<.yy increases from zero then this
coefficient decreases exponentially which seems contrary to what one would expect. However the
results of this regime can only be applied when A e / / •C /?2, and the exact transmission coefficient for
all detuning parameters actually shows that it decreases initially with Aey/, then reverses and rises
to approach unity as the detuning continues to grow. Another point of observation, is that all the
coefficients have oscillatory behaviour with respect to the coupling 0.

8



4.3 Zero Detuning
The particular case of zero detuning, in which a\ —• ao = a or A«// = 0, is particularly important
and interesting. In the dressed state picture the two quasi-potentials are separated by fiAe// and
so the situation with a positive value is physically distinct from that in which it is negative. The
parameter c*o or a now represents the y-component of kinetic energy of the incoming atomic beam.
In this respect the cross-over case assumes importance.

Mathematically the simplification which arises in this case, taking the series representation, is
that one of the hypergeometric parameters becomes degenerate ^b'[ao—«i] —• \> and the four factorial
factors coalesce into two by using the duplication formulae for the gamma function. In this way the
0/3 reduces to 0/1, that is to say the standard Bessel functions. It is found that the wavefunction
becomes

1 sinh 4ira . . . f
-y>o{x) = Wo \—h

+ /_4,-o(4/?e-*/4)/1+4,-a(4/?) - J_4,o(4/?e-a;/4)J1+4,a(4/3)|
J (36)

and the S-amplitudes are

S + = 5 + =

S o i = S t o = ( ) ( ) { + ( ) + ( )
2 (37)

S-o = 5fx = (20)1 + 4"T(-4ia); {/_1_4,-a() ( ? ) }

S01 = Sfo = (2^)1 + 4 f ar(-4,a) i {-I-i-

As remarked above for the asymptotic expansion in large couplings, an exact cancellation of the
exponentially dominant terms occurs in the cross-products of tne S-functions, and this occurs here
in the exact expressions. All the products of the modified Bessel functions and of the products of the
J Bessel functions cancel exactly leaving products of / and J Bessel functions. The reflection and
transmission amplitudes are given by

l ' f A+4,a(4/?) J1+4,a(4/?)

4ia 1 \

(2/?)-i-4'« 1
0 r(-4«o) i

(2/?)-1-4 '" 1 f 1 1
1

1 f 1
2 \ J_i_«

}
r(-4to) 2 \ J_i_««(4/?) J_1_4ia(4/3)J '

Several cross-checks of this result can be made with our earlier expressions. Firstly the small coupling
limit /? —* 0 of Eqs. (38) can be shown to lead to the same result as the zero detuning limit of the
small coupling case, as in Subsection 4.1, Eq. (27). And a similar comparison of the large coupling
limit of the above expressions with the zero detuning limit of the large coupling case of Subsection 4.2,
Eqs. (29,31,33,34), yields identical results as well. Furthermore the above coefficients can be shown to
satisfy the normalisation condition, Eq. (17), exactly by using the Wronskian and recurrence relations
for the /, J Bessel functions. Again some oscillatory dependence of the coefficients on the coupling 0
is evident here as well.

We will need to consider some other limiting cases of the above expressions, so that we can make
connection with other approximate forms of the exact case. Specifically we use the recent expansions



for the Bessel functions given by Dunster (1990) and Temme (1994) for large real argument and large
imaginary order. For the J-Bessel function the full expansion is

1 / 2

J-iv[yz) ~ ( —

^ ^ } , (39)
»=o '

and

( ) V r ^ ( 4 0 )

and which is valid when |arg(z)| < TT/2, real v > 0. While the modified /-Bessel function has the
expansion

1/4

3 = 0

j=0

with

and the standard Airy functions Ai, Bi (the above is a corrected version of the result in Dunster
(1990)). This is valid when |arg(z)| < TT and v > 0. The coefficients {/2s, Uis+i, A,,B, are given in
the above references but we require only the first members, which are all unity. With these expressions
it is easy to show that the Bessel functions appearing in our coefficients have leading order terms of
the form, starting with the modified Bessel function **

c o s e l / ^ C f t X ^ ^ i f e 2 " / 3 ! / ? ^ ^ ) ! 2 / 3 ) - c + ' * / 1 2 s i n e | / ( ) | ( [ ^ ( ) | )
J(43)

with the definitions cose = a = a//? and /3Q(h) = 6atane — 6ae. The corresponding case for the
J—Bessel function is

(25T/?)1/2J_i_4,c,(4/9) ~ (d2 + l ) - 1 / 4 cosh(iX -U - 2ira) , (44)

with iX — U = 4*7?V'<*Z + 1 — ( l+4ta) In(\/d2 + l +a) + vi/4. The apparent arbitrariness in our choice
of notation in both these cases will be made clear when we come to discuss the uniform semiclassical
approximation in Subsection 4.4 and Section 7. When a —* ft within the large parameter regime, i.e.
when the classical turning point just appears, the Bessel functions have the following limits,

and

21/4(27r/?)1/2 J-i-wW) - cosh (4i/? [v/2 - i In ( ^ 7 ) ] + \™ ~ \
2 w^- i / l 1 i \vz-i/ / /^g*.

10



4.4 Uniform Semiclassical Approximation
If one fixes the kinetic energy of the ground and excited state beams and the Rabi frequency, while
letting h tend to zero we enter the semiclassical regime where in terms of our dimensionless variables
at2,, a2,/?2 —• oo. In Section 6 and 7 we have developed such an expansion for the 0/3 functions
whereby the ratios do = ao//?, di = c*i//? are fixed that is valid for all parameters regimes including
in the region of the classical turning points. We also use the ratios 6 = 6/(3, a = <rf(3 as parameters,
any two of which are independent. The results for the uniform semi-classical approximation of the
reflection and transmission coefficients are given in Eqs.(137,138,139,140 and 141). These formulae
need to used in conjunction with the explicit roots to a quartic and all the derived quantities that are
described in the discussion following these equations.

We give one example of a concrete, yet simple enough expression, for the tunnelling loss |Tb|,
using all of the analysis presented in Section 7, namely Eqs. (139,141). We give the most general
result for this coefficient, but with the only restriction that a2a2 < P*> so t n a* w e a classical turning
point. We have the result

sin2 • sinh 27r<*o cosh ircr cosh ir6

+ g(-)e-«'-.T+27aIl

e-"/4[tan t)'1'2 { cosh(-V- -U+ -17) cosh(7r5+ ^7

x [IpT'e

+ cosh(-V—U—17) cosh(ir5—17)
2 2 2 2

where in addition to \ defined by Eq. (114) the auxiliary variables take the following definitions
e = ir/2 — x, and

M =

m M+al

2V _ (48)M—
X = 4(3MI'do + TT/4 - 2UaQ -2VaY

sin 7 = do^tane

W = ie + 4oro tan e — 2<re xi .

In addition the Airy function phase terms, £?(+),#(") arising from the classical turning points have
the forms

(49)

11



where 9(/») is given by Eq. (135).
If one takes the limit do,«i —• 0 of the above approximation to the transmission coefficient then

one recovers the large coupling expression given in Eq. (35). Using Eq. (49) for the phase functions it
is possible to show that the combinations of these functions appearing in the transmission coefficient
approaches a weakly varying function (of ^ ( / J ) ! ) for large arguments as the individual phase functions
approach unity (see following Eq. (103)), while for small arguments they go over to constant values
as the divergent individual terms combine to cancel exactly. To see this it is necessary to note that
/?|S(/i)| ~ a0M

2e3 as dgdj —• P4 or e —• 0. There is another limit which affords a check on our
general result and that is the zero detuning case. It is possible to show that this limit of Eq. (47) is
identical to the limit a,/? —• oo of the zero detuning case, using the uniform asymptotic expansions
of the Bessel functions as given in Eqs. (43,44).

The case of classical turning point is also the only one treated in any detail by Deutschmann et
al. (1993) and their estimate, when expressed in our notation, is

| r o | 2 ~e- 2 T (50)

where the tunnelling depth is r = |/?9i(/j), using Eq. (135). Such factors are clearly present in our
uniform semiclassical result (see the phase factors in Eq. (49)), but the full result is clearly more
complex than this, and our result would remain closer to the exact result over all parameter ranges
than Eq. (50). We do not display the results for the other amplitudes Ti,R0,R\ but similar results
for these could be easily found from the analysis of Section 7.

5 Solution Method
There are many ways to proceed from the formulation of the Model, as given in Eqs. (5,6), towards
the exact solutions. One way applied many times before is to recast the two coupled second order
differential equations into a single fourth order one, transform the independent variable z = e~z'p*
and arrive at the following

[D + iao][D - iao][D - - + iai][D - - - iaityo - zip0 = 0 , (51)
2 2

where D = zd/dz = —d/dx. One can then immediately identify the solution with the hypergeometric
or Meijer-G functions. However we pursue an approach of deriving the solution from first principles,
which has some advantages that will become apparent later.

Given that our system is a homogeneous, linear differential equation system defined on the half-
interval it is an obvious candidate for application of the Laplace transformation, yielding the system

(<2 + a?)*!(«) - Vi(0) - ^i(O) = -ft2*o(* + l/2) ,

where

f°° dt , (53)

and Re(<) > 0.
Eliminating, say $1, results in the following first order inhomogeneous difference equation

^ (54)

defined on the complex t half-plane.
Because this difference equation is only first order and has coefficients which are polynomial in t

it is immediately soluble. The solution for the homogeneous part is

**(<) = i r 4 t r ( t+K*o,<-«W+i+ia i ,<+i - i a i )Po(O > (55)

12



where F is the symbolic shorthand for the products of gamma functions

i ... a,- ... an 1 _ II"=i r ( a 0

and Po is a periodic function oft with a unit period. Using this homogeneous part the inhomogeneous
solution can be found

with

«(< + 1) - ti(t) -
/?***(*+ 1) (58)

Because the right-hand side of this equation (r(t)) vanishes sufficiently rapidly as

the most general solution for « is

oo

u(t) = - J ] r ( ( + m) + Q(t) , (60)
m=0

where Q is another periodic function of t with unit period. Therefore the full or inhomogeneous
solution is

4̂
t+ia° t~ia° *+£+»«i t+!-«*i 1

t+m+l+iao t+m+1-iao <+m+|+iai t+m+^-iai J

x ([(<+m+ -)2 + a?M(0) + (<+m)Vo(0)] - /?2[V"i(

p-4tr[t+iao,t-iao,t+—i-iaut+--ion]Qj[t)
2 2 ^

The reader will note that we have not imposed the single initial condition needed to fully solve this
first order difference equation, but this can be done when the periodic function is completely specified.
However we delay this process and continue on with a completely arbitrary form for this function.
The remaining periodic function Q can be represented by

e2'intQ(t) = £ qne
2'int . (62)

f» = — OO

The inversion contour is then
1 ,e+ioo

= J- dtetxMt)> (63)

with c > 0. Utilising the asymptotic forms for the gamma function we find that the integrand of the
inversion contour arising from the 2nd, homogeneous, term of Eq.(61) has the following form on the
contour t = t0 + is

^ n ^ Y l l (64)

and as s —* +oo the terms arising from qn with n negative diverge, and similarly as s —• —oo the terms
arising from qn with n positive diverge. Therefore qn = 0 for n ^ 0. The marginal cases of n = ±1
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also lead to divergence as |s|4 '° 1 is not integrable on (—00, +00) when to > 0. This leaves just one
unknown qo which corresponds to the single unknown that requires specification in this difference
equation. But this homogeneous term must be zero also because the other inhomogeneous term is
a linear combination of the four boundary values of the wavefunctions \J)Q, rp'o, tpi, and tp[. As the
original set of differential equations are linear and homogeneous, and able to be scaled by arbitrary
factors then qo = 0 also.

So now the inversion integrand is

[ t+m+1+iato t+m+l-iao t+m+^ + iai t+m+\-iax

(65)

t+m+1 + iao t+m+l — iao

We examine the convergence of the contour integral for the m-th term of the first part of Eq. (65),
and find its magnitude for asymptotic regions to be

(66)

so the integral will converge term by term for m > 1. For the m = 0 term this criteria indicates a
marginal case, but in this case the actual integral is of the form

f°° eisx

I ds , (67)
JL S

which exists for all real non-zero x.
The m-th term of the integrand has the following finite sequences of simple poles to the left of

the contour

t = — / ^ iao I = 0 . . . m and
1 1 (68)

t = —/ ^ iai I = 0 . . . m or t = - / =F «*i / = 0 . . . m — 1 ,
2 2

and one can simply evaluate the integral by deforming the contour to enclose these poles. If in addition
one employs the boundary conditions Eqs. (6) one arrives at the following series representation for
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the solution

J
\

m=0 1=0

i - -lx+icox (

H+2tao)m+i(-/+ f

(m-Qfl,

m + 1

m+1 J J '
where (a)n = T(a+n)/T(a) is the standard Pochhammer symbol and 6 = ao—ai, <r = a o+ai . At this
point the above result was checked by determining whether it satisfied the original differential equation
Eq. (5). By combining appropriate pairs of terms, and using simple relations of the Pochhammer
symbols one can show that it does satisfy it identically. So one can see that the advantage of solving
this model with a Laplace transform approach is that we have incorporated the boundary condition
Eq. (6) easily and also effected considerable simplification.

The above form is not, however, very illuminating and it is possible to re-express this result in
terms of a generalised hypergeometric function by explicitly performing the m and / summations. By
reversing the order of the m-l summations, into two infinite summations over q = m — / and /, a clean
factorisation of the summand gamma functions into a g-dependence and a /-dependence occurs, thus
allowing both summations to be done. This yields the final result given in Eq.(23). From our analysis
it is clear why this class of function should arise in travelling wave or two beam problem - on the
one hand we have a pair of quadratic coefficients in the first order difference equation Eq. (54), and
equivalently in real-space we have fourth order ordinary differential equation - both leading to the
hyper-Bessel function 0/3-

6 Representations and Identities for 0/3 Hyper-Bessel Func-
tions

In this half of our work we discuss the more mathematical properties of the hyper-Bessel functions
that are motivated by the physical applications just discussed, and in addition we describe some of
a general nature by way of a background to these functions as they are not so commonly used or
widely known. They have been discussed for some time, since the times of Barnes, as a special case
of generalised hypergeometric functions or there generalisation to the Meijer G functions, but it is
only since the work of Delerue have the specific incarnations been investigated in the form we have
employed. In a series of papers Delerue (1953b) has investigated the natural generalisations of the
Bessel functions Jv(x),Iv(x) etc to the functions oFn for arbitrary integer n. In his notation the
functions of interest are

4) o/3(;Ai + l,A2 + l,A3 + l;(x/4)4). (70)
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In these works many properties are derived - the generating functions, the addition formulae, recur-
rence relations, the ordinary differential equations, Poisson-type integral representations, Sonine-type
integral representations, and Weber integrals. The succeeding work has been performed by the Bul-
garian School around Dimovski and Kiryakova where these functions have been approached using
fractional calculus. For instance results for Poisson representations of hyper-Bessel functions have
been found using fractional integrals. The work of many papers (see Dimovski fe Kiryakova (1986))
has been summarised in the recent monograph Kiryakova (1994). To simplify notational matters we
consider the function

of3(;Pi,P2,P3;z) = ofz(\a,b,c\z) , (71)

and will use the two forms interchangeably throughout the paper.

6.1 Interrelations

This function satisfies a fourth order ordinary differential equation

3

Pi-l)U-zU = 0, (72)

where D = zd/dz, which has a regular singular point at z = 0 and and irregular singular point at
z = oo. The fundamental system of four linearly independent solutions in the neighbourhood of z = 0
including the one given above are the following

Ui{a,b,c;z) = 0f3(;a,b,c;z)

U2(a, b, c; z) = zl-\h(\ 2 - a, 1 + b - a, 1 + c - a; z)

U3(a,b,c;z) = z1-b
0f3(;2-b,l + a-b,l + c-b;z)

I/4(o, b, c; z) = z ^ o / s O 2 - c, 1 + a - c, 1 + 6 - c; z) .

The Wronskian for this fundamental set is

W[Ui,U2,U3,£/4] = ^^s+t.p' • ( 7 4 )

For our purposes this set of four will always be linearly independent, because our parameters do
not lead to degeneracy, and so we do not have to consider logarithmic solutions. There are also four
linearly independent solutions of the fundamental system in the neighbourhood of z — 00 and we
define these according to their asymptotic behaviour in the following way

£(a, 6, c; ̂ ) ~ 2- 5 / 2
7 r" 3 /V/ 4 e + 4 i l / <

D(n h r- z\ ~ O-5/2 -3/2 9/4 - i i 1 / * ^ *

C(a, b, c; z) ~ 2 - 5 / 2 T T - 3 / V 4 cos(4^1/4 + §0)

5(a, 6, c; z) ~ 2-^2n~3'2ze'4 s in^z1 '4 + f 6) .

The ^ sign in the phase of D is the manifestation of the Stoke's phenomena across the positive real
axis, which is the ray along which the solution D has maximal subdominance. One notes that all four
of this fundamental set have an essential singularity at z = 00. Then the exact connection equations
between the two sets of solutions are the following

Vx = E + 2C+D

U2 = E + 2 cos(2xa)C - 2 sin(27ra)5 ^H

U3 = E + 2 cos(25r6)C - 2 sin(27r6)5 + e*4*ibD

U4 = E+ 2cos(2irc)C - 2sin(27rc)5 + e*4*icD .

The eight S—amplitudes of the exact solution, Eq. (37), can be divided into two sets when
viewed as solutions of the defining differential equation of the hyper-Bessel function. From the first set
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{SQ0, SOO, Sf0, Sl0} a fundamental system of solutions to the ODE with a = 2+2iao, b = §+*5, c = j+i<r
can be constructed

= o/s(;2+2tao, §+i«, f+to-;/?4)

(; -2iao, H « - | - i > ; Z?)

34)

SJi - 504 s p-2-4iaoM; l-2iau f+tf, ^-iV;/?4) •

From the second set {S'n.S'fi.Soii'S'oi} a fundamental system of solutions to the ODE with a =
2+2tafi,6 = |— i6, c = |+»<r can be constructed

Sft - f « n =o/s(;2+2tar1,§-i«,§+ur;04)
i0>; ̂ ) ( 7 8 )

50+ ^ 513 = / r a + 4 " 0 / 3 ( ; l+2»aOl | + « , f+iV;/?4)

50-! - si4 = y3-2-4l<7
0/3(; l - 2 t a 0 , | - i « , | - * t r ; ^ ) .

Then the connection with the fundamental system having asymptotic growth EQ, evanescent decay
Do, and cosine Co and sine So oscillatory behaviours is, in the case of the first set,

«oi = Eo + 2C0 + Do

«02 = Eo + 2 cosh(4ira0)C0 - 2tsinh(47rao)5o + e±8wa°D0

«03 = Eo - 2 cosh(27r6)C0 + 2tsinh(27r$)S0 + e±4rSD0

«04 = Eo - 2 cosh(27ro-)Co + 2isinh(2irCT-)50 + e±ArcDo ,

and in the case of the second set,

- 2»sinh(4xai)5i + e D i

«14 = .Ei - 2 cosh(2w(r)C1 + 2tsinh(27r«r)5r*+ e ^ ' D i .

Using Eqs. (79,80) it is then straight forward to show that all products of the form EQE\ in the
numerators and denominators of a reflection or transmission coefficient combine to cancel exactly.

We also give all the contiguous relations for these hyper-Bessel functions, and the derivations can
be found in Rainville (1960),

-J-0/3G o> b, c; z) — 0 /3( ; a + 1,6 + 1, c + 1; z)
dz

fc+a~ 0 of3(;a,b,c;z) = of3(;a-l,b,c;z)

~fa + & - 1J 0/3(1 a, b, c; z) = 0/3(5 a, b - 1, c; z)

Viz +C~ 0 °-'3(;a'6'c;z) = 0^3( ;a'6'c~ 1 ;z)
-C)(C-a)z^o/3(;a,6,c;z) = -z[(6-c)o/3(;a+l,6,c;z)

+ (c-a)0/3(;a,6+l,c:z)

+ (o-6)0/a(;o,6lc+l;ar)] .

6.2 Asymptotic Regime
In the large coupling regime one might require accurate evaluation of the hyper-Bessel functions
beyond just the lowest order and we provide here asymptotic expansions in the argument for some
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higher order terms. The leading order terms were first found by Wrinch (1921a,b) and later in Wright
(1935,1940), Braaksma (1963) for the specific hyper-Bessel function n = 3 and the general case ofn,
and the specific results were rederived in Heading and Whipple (1952). The extension to higher order
terms had been completed by Wrinch (1923), Riney (1956,1958), and Wright (1958), and is laid out in
the works by Luke (1969) and Paris & Wood (1986). The full asymptotic expansion is (after dropping
the exponentially damped terms)

o/3(;a,6, c;2r)~

where 0 — 3/2 — a — b — c and the coefficients Nj are functions of a, b, and c. The lowest order has
No — 1. The coefficients Nj are calculable from the following recursive procedure

3

4kck = X) T 3- . ( s - *)<*-. , (83)
3 = 1

with Cjt = 0 for k < 0, Co = 1, and Nt = 4~*Cfc. The subsidiary coefficients are found from

^iyT(r-k), (84)
r=0 'v ' '

with

f[(t+wj), (85)
j=o

and u>j = Apj — 5/2 — 5Zt=i pk- The next two coefficients are then found to be

Ni = - ^ + -j-(a + 6 + c ) - - ( a 2 + b2 + c2) + -(ab + ac + be)

1 2 1 1 1 1 21

_ JL(a3 + b3 + C3) _ KQ2b + a2c + 62 a + 62C + C2fl + J^ + ^ ^ (86)
32 32 16

+ 4 ( a 4 + b 4 + c 4 ) + M ( a 2 t 2 + a 2 ° 2 + b 2 ° 2 )

6.3 Integral Representations

There are some integral representations found from fractional calculus which we quote here. The first
is the Poisson-Dimovski transformation in Kiryakova (1994)

2*)-3/2 I dx [cosh^*1'4) + cos(zx^4)]G3^ (,X -3 /4 -1 /2 -1 /4

and the second is a generalised Poisson-type integral representation

0/3(1 "i + li "2 + I1 "3 + 1; (2/4) ) =

r1 r1 r1

/Q \ —3/2 I J _ / JT I JT lrci<zh(?IT T T 1* '^ -4- crw/y\T T T 1*/^1 f̂ifî
3 it/4-1

x TT

t=l
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These two representations are not suitable for developing asymptotic expansions from for a variety of
reasons, such as the lack of manifest symmetry in the parameters vi, 1*2, V3.

A simple multidimensional representation can be found by utilising the Laplace formula for the
gamma function

fe/T**1'"'1 (89)
which is valid for any real positive a and Re(z) > 0. By expressing the denominator Gamma functions
in the series definition in this way, and interchanging the order of summation and integrations the
sum can be performed, yielding

0/3(1 P\z) =

f 3
I J^fa+itij - Pj ln(a;-+tti>)]
f 3 1

exp I J^fa+itij - Pj ln(a;-+tti>)] + z Y\[aj+i^j)~l > • (90)

{ J
The significance of this representation is that it is explicitly symmetrical in the parameter arguments

Pi-

6.4 Uniform Asymptotic Expansions
Motivated by interest in semiclassical approximations to the exact solution we derive the asymptotic
expression for the hyper-Bessel for large parameters and arguments, that is we take z = ft4 and there
exists a large real positive scale number A

0=\b

« s s A » + r ' (91)
ai - Aci
UJ = XVJ ,

with b,pj,rj,Cj all of order 0(1). Applying this to the integral representation Eq. (90) we arrive at
a 3-dimensional stationary-phase integral *•

/ , (92)

with

/(») = £[*,- + iPj HXj)] + 64 n x-1

1=1 i=l

To ensure convergence we have to require Re(py) > 0, whereas in our final application these parameters
will be completely imaginary. We will proceed making all the necessary assumptions in order that we
can apply certain theorems, and will appeal to analytic continuation arguments to make our specific
applications. Using the standard theory to leading order of the Saddle Point Method, see Wong
(1989),Connor (1973a) the contribution from one critical point is

J 2 (det A0r^2g(v0)e
ix^^ , (94)

where vo is the critical point, Ao is the Hessian matrix of / at the critical point. We have chosen
this particular manifestation of the Saddle Point method because our critical point, and the Hessian
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elements will in general be complex, and not real. This expression only applies for isolated critical
points, and we will have need to consider a generalisation of this later. The critical points, to, are
given by the solutions to the following quartic

q(t) = <4 - Rjt) , (95)

where Pj/b — iRj and the Rj are purely real, and where Xj° — bRj + b/t. The Hessian matrix is given
by

/ »2 t \

where dj = 1 + Rjt. It is easy to establish that the determinant of this is

3

\AQ\ = 1.-3,-1

,_3 4 dq
(97)

Similarly if one row reduces A to echelon form one arrives at the following matrix (without factors)

0
0 0

or if one diagonalises the quadratic form T*AT (again without inessential factors)
- l

<a)[l+]
3

5 > 4

3

- 2

-1

-

14

3

2
T3-T2 | T3-

(98)

(99)

What is clear from these expressions is that the Hessian can become degenerate when 1 + ^ - dj1 = 0,
and the occurrence of this is directly related to that of multiple roots to the quartic, i.e. that some
critical points can coalesce.

While the roots of the quartic are distinct the leading order term for the expansion is {9 =
3/2-£,/>;)

t=t0 i = i L > = 1 J >= 1 ( 1 0 ° )
with the sum over all critical points. Care has to be exercised using this equation and its generalisation
with regard to the branches chosen because of the algebraic branch points. The arguments oit,dj,\ +
J2j d~l are decided by restricting 0 < arg(<) < 2?r, i.e. we cut the <-plane along the positive real axis.

However, because two critical points can coalesce the above asymptotic expansion will fail in the
region of the classical turning points. There exist uniform asymptotic expansions to cover precisely
this case and which are valid everywhere in the & — 6 plane Wong (1989), Connor (1973a). In this
generalisation the contributions due to the two coalescing critical points at v+, i>_ —> vo becomes

I,
/„ \ n/2 (-

(T) {
(101)
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where now

f<3 /2 = / ( f - ) - / ( t , + ) , (102)

and

#*> /*b'"k) {ti(-z) ± iz-l'AAi'(-z)} , (103)

with Ai(z) the standard Airy function. It should be noted that we label the coalescing roots ^ in
the sense that when £ is real then it is also positive. The above form goes over smoothly to the well
separated critical point case as

z) — 1 a s z - * +oo,

2. #+>(-*) — 1 as -z -* e-T'oo, and

3. 5*->(-z) - » l a s - z - e+™oo.

These cases cover all the eventualities, because when the two roots are real then — A2/3£ is real and
negative, and when the roots are a complex conjugate pair then with a suitable choice of branch this
argument is real and positive,

-A2'3C = +(fA|9(/(t;_))|)2/3. (104)

When the points coalesce £ —» 0 the two terms combine to give a convergent result even though
separately they diverge. The leading order approximation of the hyper-Bessel function with coalescing
critical points has the same form as Eq. (100), except there are additional factors of £?(*) attached
for each pair of coalescing points.

7 Uniform Semiclassical Approximation
To further investigate the possibility of degeneracy in the Saddle Point Method we specialise to
the particular form of the hyper-Bessel functions arising in our application and parameterise the
coefficients Rj in the following way

1 = S = - ,

(105)

R.3 = Ri + R2 •

After forming the discriminant of the reducing cubic to the quartic, Eq. (95), following Cajori (1943)

° (*2 *2 4)(*2 P + 4)(^
it is possible to show that there are only three possible configurations of the roots,

1. D > 0 and there are two pairs of distinct real roots in a region of a — 6 space outside of the four
hyperbolae &2 — 62 — ±4 and therefore applies when the effective coupling vanishes, as say at
large distances x,

2. D < 0 and there are two real distinct roots and a complex conjugate pair in a region in & — 6
space inside of the four hyperbolae £2 — S2 = ±4.

3. D = 0 and one pair of the roots are equal, the others are distinct.

When degeneracy occurs at D = 0 it is clear that this is precisely the condition for a classical turning
point atoc*i = /?2. Here the /? parameter can be the position dependent quantity j3e~xlA.

We see that the roots are grouped in pairs and we will denote a pair by t,t. While there exists a
number of paths to the explicit solution of a general quartic, via a reducing cubic equation, we shall
see that our particular quartic has symmetries which yield simple explicit solutions and avoids the
construction of a cubic equation. To begin with we will require the solutions of four related quartics
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A: where 8, b have the generic sign,

B: where 8 has the generic sign and a —• — a,

C: where 8 —• — 8 and a has the generic sign,

D: where both 8 —> — 6 and & —• —a.

Firstly there are the obvious symmetries

tc = -tB d? = df
to=_tA jo = q} Vi. (107)

In addition there are homographic transformations which we state without proof

JC iD iB
tA=-^r-, tB = - i ^ , tA = ^

t C = t° .* t° .r- tB

and if one combines the sign symmetry with the appropriate homographic transformation then one
gets a relation between the pair of roots to the same quartic, namely

JA _ ~ * IB _
I = : , I =

ic = iD =
(-6-a)tD '

We will need to label specific roots like tv and its pair tp in order to keep track of a given root and
where we sometimes use a superscript Q = A,B,C,D to indicate which quartic we are referring to.
In addition we can form useful combinations which have nice transformational properties, such as

J L = *& for Q,C? = {A,B},{C,D}.

Finally we relate all the derived quantities of a pair of roots for quartic case A

*A JA JA I
7* JA a2 jA "l JA *•
' d d d

So in summary we relate any quantity for quartics B,C,D to that of quartic A and any quantity of
one member of a pair of roots to quartic A to the other member.

There are further consequences of the above transformations which will ultimately lead to explicit
solutions, but to start with we need to motivate the forms of our solutions. All discussion now refers
to quartic A. We take the D < 0 case first. If the pair of roots t, i are complex conjugate then from
Eq. ( I l l ) |c?3[ = |J3 | = 1, so d3 is purely a phase factor. And from this \d\\ = \d2] = \t\2- So we can
set

d3 = e2i*, (112)

and thus solve for t

^ , (113)
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and t is given by x —* —X- Using rfi + d2 = <*3 + 1 and di = d^d3 one can solve for d\,di in terms of
X and do. All of these combined identically satisfy the quartic so in order to solve for x w e introduce
a relation involving &\. This yields

sinX = ao[\y/A + d*¥- \*$\W . (114)

The positive sign for x gives t, while the negative sign i, so we restrict 0 < x £ */%• This gives the
simple expressions for d\, d?

d\ = — [oro cos x - ««i sin x] =

. * + *. (115)
c«x g.(- <7e2'x

<*2 = — [do cos x + tdi sin x] = 6 + a

and

(H6)

The conjugate pair merge at D = 0 when x = T / 2 . Having found the conjugate roots of a quartic the
remaining real pair ti,<2 are given by

sin >

So that ti > 0 and t2 < 0 (arg(t) = +*•). For

(117)

2

d3 = ( — y— ^ > 0
sinx

_ [-dodi + ̂ /dg + sin2 x][d§ + ydg + sin2 x]

1 '

dg +sin2 x]

and for ti one uses the above equations with the sign of the square root radical reversed. It should
be noted that dj,l + Yllj djl for the real pair t\,t2, are always positive in this region.

Now we seek to extend the above analysis to the region D > 0. Let us denote the four roots
t,i,<i,<2 where we demand continuity with their namesakes across D = 0. Now the product of all
roots is —1 so either one root is negative or three roots are. If we consider the case of only one negative
root then both members of the other pair must be positive, but this contradicts the first equation in
Eq. (111). So three of the roots must be negative and it will turn out that both t,i are negative. In
the other pair ti,<2 we can take *i as positive and t% negative. It is easy to see that for this root all
dj are positive, and consequently all the d'j for its partner are positive. So whatever sign D takes the
dj for this pair are positive. So for the root t\ we can set

<f3 = e 2 x , (119)

(we use the same symbol x again, in this context) and again solve for t\

tx = ^ e * , (120)
<*o
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and parallel to the analysis of the previous paragraph we have

The positive sign for x gives t\, while the negative sign <2, so we restrict 0 < x < °°- This gives the
similar expressions for d\, di

d\ = — Icto cosh x ~ «i sinh xl =
/ + * (122)

<»2 = —[<*o cosh x + «i sinh x = — ,

and

£i * | ^ L [ 4 4 x ] . (123)

For this pair of roots dj, 1 + $3,- ̂ J"1 are always positive in this region. Having found the the above
pair of roots the remaining real pair t, i are given by

sinh

For*

2

t, t = — ^ [ - d 2
 T y/d4 - sinh2 x] • (124)

-«o - v"4-s inh2x
sinh x |

[-dodi + \ /d4 - sinh2x][~«o ~ V"o ~ s i nh2 x]
di = *

S i n h ^ (125)
[dodi + ^/d4, - sinh2x][-dg - y d 4 - sinh2;

d-2 = T T l
sinh x

_1 2(dg +sinh4 x )yd^-s inh 2

dg[dg + y^d4, - sisinh2

and for <, again one uses the above expressions with the sign of the square root radical reversed. The
conjugate pair merge at D = 0 when sinhx = «?,.

Finally in the degenerate case D = 0 the quartic roots simplify to

(126)

There are some special cases for which the quartic reduces further and simple expressions are
obtained for the asymptotic form, and these provide both a check for the general result and contact
with some of our earlier results. These are -

<5 — 0, (7->0
when /? is large, yet cr, and 6 are of 0(1) we have the asymptotic development in the argument
only, and this is attained by the limits a —+ 0 and 6 —* 0. The quartic has two real roots ±1
and a complex conjugate pair ±». Then it can be shown that Eq. (100) evaluated at these four
critical points reproduces exactly the four asymptotic leading terms in Eq. (28), when correct
branches of the square root are taken.
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6 _» o, <r ± 0
when 5 —+ 0 but cr is nonzero (or vice versa) we have the zero detuning condition but with a
and /? still large. Here the quartic reduces to the quadratic

<2 = T ( l + * t ) , (127)

and has solutions

(128)

The case of & —• 0, 6 ̂  0 is identical to this one with 6 *-* a.

6 = —a i.e. do —» 0
when d0 —• 0 but & and 6 are nonzero we have the zero kinetic energy in the ground state beam
«o = 0. Again the quartic reduces to the following quadratic

t4
 + d 2 * 2 - l = 0 , (129)

and has solutions

r / 1 1 / 2

±i|ld?+iv/d« + 4l ,
k } (130)

{-
1/2

^ 3 + 1 ^ 4 + 4 [

6 = a i.e. di —• 0
when di —• 0 but & and 6 are nonzero we have the zero kinetic energy in the excited state beam
«x = 0. We use the homographic transformations Eq. (108) to find the solutions

(131)

• OO »•

when 6 —» 00 and cr —* 00 this implies /? —• 0 with 6 and CT of order 0(1) and we arrive at
the case of the asymptotic expansion in the parameters only. For do > di the quartic has four
real solutions with one large root and three small roots, t ~ —1/<7, i ~ —1/6. t-[ ~ 2aoS&, and
t2 ~ — l/2do. One finds that the contribution from the large root gives

P2>p3) i (132)

which is precisely the leading term in weak coupling. In the other case di > do we find a
rearrangement of roots as follows, t ~ —l/2do, i 2do|&7|, t\ ~ 1/6. and ti ~ —I/a.

Having found explicit forms for the critical points and all the derived parameters appearing in the
semiclassical approximation for distinct critical points, Eq. (100), we need to find equivalent results
for the coalescing critical point situation. Expressing the argument of the Airy functions, Eq. (104),
in terms of the quartic roots we have

_A2/3C = f-PMM")]2 /a real roots

\+[/?|9(A(t,<))|]2/3 complex conjugate roots ,

where the explicit form for the function k is

+ doln
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in the case of real roots and

= 3 \ 2d0 cot x + &o(x - *"/2) - <*i tan"1 ( ^ cot x (135)

for complex conjugate roots. It fulfils the following symmetries

h = hA = hB

hc = -hB (136)

hD = -hA .

The uniform semiclassical expressions for the reflection and transmission coefficients simplify to
the following

lictQ h + i6

-1-1/2 -, -1/2

]

• \ 2

n - 1 / 2 r -I - 1 / 2

• \ 2

p
_4l<7r I" 2iai l + i

—2iao 5 — t<r

-1/2 -1/2

n-!/2 r 1-1/2

T-l/2

-1/2 -1/2

(137)

(138)

(139)
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T[-2ioc0,\-i6, i -
-1-1/2

+ £ac>*"V*
-1/2 -1/2

(140)

where the important phase functions are defined
3/2ft \*'2 1 / «

V * / "2»i VV

L J L

' 1 = 1 —

(141)

The ^' '^ functions are a shorthand for &"'>(-\j3h]3/2) which is defined by Eq. (103) and its argument
h by Eqs. (134,135). The t^ are the roots of the quartic Eq. (95) with parameters Rj, Eq. (105),
and n labelling the different ones. By convention we take // = +, — to indicate the roots which are
complex conjugates in the classically forbidden region, while /i = 1,2 denote the roots which are real
for all parameters. By definition JE^1'2) = 1 as these roots don't coalesce. Explicit expressions for the
roots can be found from the Eqs. (113,114,117) or Eqs. (120,121,124). The derived functions ditl of
the root tf, are defined following Eq. (96) again with Eq. (105). We wish to emphasize here that the
argument of the complex roots t^ and consequently the dj must be correctly chosen to yield the true
result and certain algebraic relations which confuse the arguments of the different roots should not
be used.

Several observations can be made of the above expressions. Firstly those terms in the sum over
the roots with f* = ft' vanish which means that the the product of two exponentially dominant terms
(^(tfi) > 0) is absent. So the exponentially large factors cancel out of the resulting amplitudes as in the
large coupling case. The above amplitudes reduce to the large coupling case, namely Eqs. (29,31,33,34)
when 6, a —* 0. These general expressions for the coefficients can be further reduced by introducing
the explicit quartic solutions but we do not carry out this, except for one illustrative example - that
of |7o| and this full result is displayed in Subsection 4.4. There are some further specialisations which
could be made and these would simplify considerably from the most general form, but we do not
pursue these options. There are several possibilities to consider,
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• with well separated critical points and only retaining terms with exponentially dominant factors
D-> -oo,

• where the coalescing pair are close, and performing small argument expansions D ~ 0,

• and with distinct critical points but including all the oscillatory factors D —> +00.

8 Conclusions
In this work we have derived an exact solution to the reflection and diffraction of atomic de Broglie
waves by a travelling evanescent laser wave, the "two-beam" case. We have found that the wave
fields and the elements of the non-adiabatic transition matrix and the tunnelling loss matrix are
given exactly by a specific case of a hyper-Bessel function, 0/3 > which are natural generalisations
of the traditional modified Bessel function. We have given a number of exact representations of
these hyper-Bessel functions, some already known and others that are new, that enable practical or
numerical analysis to be employed. Furthermore we have investigated in detail all of the asymptotic
and limiting regimes whereby these functions reduce to simpler and well-known special functions,
using again some known results and establishing some new ones concerning the uniform asymptotic
approximation for large parameters and arguments. In particular we have found expressions for the
regimes of

1. weak and strong coupling between the atoms and laser fields but the detuning and kinetic energy
are moderate,

2. the detuning is exactly zero, and other parameters are arbitrary, and

3. strong coupling between the atoms and laser fields and large detuning and kinetic energy, where
the semiclassical approximation is approached, which is uniform with respect to the location of
any classical turning points.

In real experimental situations the semiclassical is usually quite accurate and would be employed
because of the relative simplicity of the results, namely the use of elementary and Airy functions,
rather than the exact expressions. ,4

However, as must be emphasised, one can test in this model the suitability of many common
approximation schemes - semiclassical, and the WKB approximations. This model has little to say
about the Landau-Zener theory as there are no level crossings in the two-beam case.
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